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Safer-sex pamphlets pulled off shelves
SJSU Health Education
Committee bans lesbian
literature at center due to
graphic sexual references
By Yvonne Ohumukini-Urness
Staff Writer
A controversial handbook promoting
safer-sex practices for lesbians was
pulled from the Peer Health Education
display rack at the Student Health
Center last week.
The decision was made by the
Health Education Committee, a group
of Student Health Center employees
whose job it is to screen health education literature for public display and

evaluate the appropriateness of such
materials.
In a letter addressed to the Spartan
Daily, Student Health Advisory
Committee Chair Mark Templeton
called the removal of the pamphlet
"censorship."
Center Director Dr. Robert Latta
said he had received numerous complaints from staff members regarding
the graphic nature of the handbook’s
content.
"Essentially the problem with the
pamphlet is that it advocates the use of
objects, specifically a pool cue," Latta
said. "The problem is that type of
behavior could lead to fatal complications."
Latta noted that such behavior
could result in perforations of the

See related editorial on page 2
uterus and bowels and result in death
"I’ve personally seen someone die
from this kind of trauma," Latta said.
"We are very concerned that the information in the pamphlet has a lethal
potential. Therefore, we feel very
strongly that we don’t want to be providing information to our patients
which could lead to death."
The specific passage reads: "When
penetrating with other creative items
such as cucumbers, coarse fruits, veggies, hairbrushes, pool cues, etc., be
sure to dress them in condoms."
Peer Education Coordinator Lisa
Layering said the purpose of the passage is to encourage people to use con-

deems and not to promote the use of
pool cues during sexual activity.
"I think it’s appropriate for the
health center to provide literature
which addresses the health needs of
the diverse populations on our campus," said Layering, who is opposed
to the pulling of the pamphlet
"There’s lots of (safer-sex) literature
for heterosexuals and gay men, but
comparatively there is very little on
safer-sex practices for lesbians."
Another concern Latta said the
pamphlet raised is the question of
whether or not it promotes domestic
violence when it mentions the use of
a pool cue or the practice of "fisting"
during sexual activity.
Fisting is the act of inserting
See Pamphlet, page 3

Frat denies
association
with youth

"Essentially the problem
with the pamphlet is that
it advocates the use of
objects, specifically a
pool cue. The problem is,
that type of behavior
could lead to fatal complications."
Dr. Robert Latta
Student Health Center director

Annual parade
honors war vets

17-year-old male
collapses during AIDS
walk Oct. 19, Lambda
Phi Epsilon implicated
By Scott Shuey
Staff Writer
Local fraternity Lambda Phi
Epsilon denied last week that
an allegedly drunken 17-yearold male who apparently collapsed from alcohol poisoning
during a recent AIDS walk was
associated with their organization.
Lisa Layering, an SJSU
graduate student and health
educator at the Student Health
Center, said an intoxicated
young man was being dragged
down the street by friends
wearing shirts with Greek letters which she identified as
Lambda Phi Epsilon. The
shirts were navy blue with
light lettering, either yellow or
white.
Fraternity members said
they have no knowledge of the
teenager and were not helping
him down the street.
Layering said the young
man "was draped across the
shoulders of two friends and
being passed around. He was
dragging his feet, and his head
was flopping around."
Both Layering and her husband Todd, who participated in
the Oct. 19 AIDS walk, said
they witnessed the event.
Yee Sims, president of
Lambda Phi Epsilon, denied
that the 17 -year-old was a
member of his fraternity.
"None of my members were
carrying alcohol, consuming
alcohol, were drunk (or) publicly intoxicated or contributing to the delinquency of
minors," Sims said. "We don’t
promote alcohol. We stress a
dry period of no smoking, no
drinking and no drugs for
pledges. I don’t want people to
think we’re a bunch of drunkards and hazers. That’s not
what we do."
In a letter to the Daily, Sims
said, "There is a huge misunderstanding due to an ... association of intoxicated Asian
youths with our fraternity.
None of my members know the
youths in question, and they
have no ties or connections to
Lambda Phi Epsilon."
The youth was later identified as a 17 -year-old Asian
male by Michael Healy, a secu-

See Collapse, page 6

Members of the National Civil War Association wowed parade spectators with a demonstration of their muzzle loaded rifles.
By Ingrid Perez
Staff Writer

Photos By Mitch Cartwright/Spartan Innh
Michael Cruz and son Marco, 7, were among some 30,000 spectators who turned out at
Plaza de Cesar Chavez to show their support at the 78th annual San Jose Veterans Day
parade Tuesday. Cruz, an SJSU history major, is a veteran of operation at Urgent Fury in
Grenada, having served with the Army’s 82nd airborne division out of Ft. Bragg, NC.

San Jose resident Lisa Kaman
took her three young daughters to
Plaza de Cesar Chavez in the middle of downtown to give them a
taste of patriotism at Tuesday’s
Veterans Day Parade..
On a gloomy, semi-windy day,
9-year-old Amber and her sisters
Rebecca, 7, and Holly, 4, went to
the parade for the first time to
learn the spirit of the holiday,
Kofman said. Their grandfather,
who was in the Navy, fought in
the Korean War and Kaman said
they wanted to support his and
other veterans’ wartime achievements.
The 78th annual parade, which
started on Market Street and
Park Avenue, provided a chance
for Kofman to do just that. The
parade highlighted veterans from
the respective military constituents: Army, Navy, Air Force,
Marine Corps and the National
Guard.
As it passed through Delmas
Avenue and Santa Clara Street
near the San Jose Arena, on it’s
way to the plaza, approximately

30,000 spectators watched the
parade.
Leonard
Army Sgt. Mai
DeGuilmo said he was surprised
at the event’s turnout. DeGuilmo
said many expected the at
to dwindle. because of the
scheduled rain Without the. wet
weather, he said people were able
to show up.
Ephraim Salinas, who was
horn and raised in San Jose%
joined the Marines in 194$
because ht. wanted to be. a soldier
As a private- citizen, Siliiia
said veterans deserve to have
day acknowledging their viiirk
Although the v. eather a :1-11.1
ideal, he was glad to participate - iii
the parade
San Jose residents Eileen
Meier and her 10-yeareeld daughter went to the parade, despite the
forecasted rain. because she %%anted her daughter tee under,tand
why the country needs a nolitar%
She also went to tia, tribute to
her grandhit her ve he fought in
World War II Meier said if it }Lid
rained. she wouldn’t have like
her children in order tee prevent
them from getting sick, althwigh
See Parade, !mgt. t;

Million-dollar gateways to serve as landmarks; stir up controversy
By Catherine Spencer
Senior Staff Writer
Local businesses and alumni
have contributed a little over
$1. 1 million to build and erect
gateways, fountains, benches
and cement columns at eight
entrances surrounding the campus.
"Donors don’t want to spend
money on renovating bath norms or endeavors that directly relate to students," said
Virginia Rivera, director of
major gifts for San Jose State

University. "They want tee get
involved in a project that they
can see, touch and feel."
Rivera said the new improvement campaign will help with
future
fundraising efforts
because it will increase awareness in the community that the
university is in need of private
funds.
"This praject will enhance
the student experience by beautifying the campus," President
Robert Caret said. "These gateways will create a more open
campus environment CIS we con-

tinue building our relationship
with the city of San Jose, residents and businesses."
Gateway
Heritage
The
Campaign, as it is called, is the
first university -wide, privately
funded capital improvement
protect in the 140 -year history
of this institution, Rivera said.
Rivera said this project was
initiated several years ago
because focus groups found that
the university lacked both an
identity and image. To many,
San Jose State University
looked like a fortress, she said.

"I think it is ndiculous to
spend $1.5 million on the gateway campaign," said Doug
Rosentrater, a student studying
occupational therapy. "The
money would be better spent on
big, big gates to keep out the
homeless or could he used tee
increase financial aid and build
more parking spaces."
However, Janet Redding, the
vice president of university
advancement, said she disagrees. "The new gateways will
serve as inviting landmarks
where students and others can

meet -he said
All structure’s being produced will have. large., hold
inscriptions or plaques naming
the company or people who
donated them. Redding said.
such
Each will be identified
titles as the Rot an Club Gate.
Comerica Hank Fountain and
James Hoeuardo I iate
In addition, the inscriptions
on the gateways may be illuminated so they will stand out tend
can easily be seen by those

See Gateway. page’ 3
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United States asserting power in Iraq for oil, not for security reasons
Somewhere on the opposite
side of the globe a U-2 spy
plane is deciding the fate
of American lives.
When the United States
decided to resume flying spy
planes over Iraq last week
despite threats from Iraq’s dictator, Saddam Hussein, to
shoot them down, no one
seemed to remember why the
spy planes were over there in
the first place.
It’s not just that the United
States is afraid Hussein might
be developing nuclear missiles.

To find the real reason you
have to look back further than
when United Nations forces
ransacked Iraq and then left
Hussein in power.
You have to look back further than Desert Shield or
Desert Storm.
You need to look back to
when Iraq invaded Kuwait and
cut off the oil supply to the
West.
Oil. Black Gold. Texas Tea.
It might make lyrics for a
good theme song, but it doesn’t
have the force, or even the poet-

reason we’re still in
ry, of past reasons
Iraq.
for fighting wars.
One of the horriIn the Civil War
ble realities of life is
we fought for the
that people seem to
preservation of the
need a group to
union.
tacos their hate on.
In World War II,
Since the fall of the
we fought against
Soviet Union there
Hitler and Nazism.
has been a void.
In Korea, we
That’s apparent just
fought against the
spread of commu- SCOTf SHUEY by watching the
movies. The evil-butnism.
In Iraq, we’re fighting for now-allied Soviets have been
replaced by the evil formerdecayed dinosaurs.
Oil, however, isn’t the only allied Chinese and Islamic fun-
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Editorial
Removal of safe sex
pamphlet ’going too far’
far is too far? This is the question
members of the Health Education
Committee had to contemplate before removing a handbook promoting safe sex for lesbians
from the Peer Health Education display rack
at the Health Center last week.
The brochure, produced by the Gay Men’s
Health Crisis organization, describes several
methods by which lesbians can participate in
sexual activities without exposing themselves
to sexually transmitted diseases such as HIV.
The brochure, which details such practices
as fisting, masturbating with vegetables and
pool cues, was removed, according to Health
Center Director Dr. Robert Latta, because the
reference to the pool cue practice could lead to
life threatening situations.
We don’t doubt that Latta is right in his
assessment of the activity as life-threatening.
However, we are concerned that, by removing the pamphlet from the health center, more
students will be at risk of life-threatening illnesses such as HIV and AIDS without the safe
sex information.
Censoring this brochure goes against the
principle of free speech we as journalists hold
so dear, despite how offensive or vulgar we
may find the references and terms describing
female anatomy in the pamphlet to be.
What should be argued against is using vulgar terms to refer to female anatomy. The use
of these terms in the pamphlet sensationalizes
the serious issue of HIV and AIDS prevention,
undermining the very message the brochure
tries to convey.
Yet, if the Health Education Committee
finds this brochure to be offensive and feels the
need to remove the brochure they should be
able to do so as long as they have a brochure
they deem more appropriate covering the same
topics to put in its place.
Censorship goes too far, but so does sensationalism and printing things just for shock
value.

(08C Irlei
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Matthew Eappen was alive for
262 days.
Louise
English
au
pair
Woodward served 279 days for his
death.
A prominent Boston criminal
defense lawyer was quoted as saying
in the Mercury News, "It confirms
the one predictable notion about
(Superior Court Judge Hiller) Zola&
that he’s compassionate."
Come again?
&bet has shown nothing even
remotely resembling compassion.
Ilia actions have completely snubbed
Matthew’s parents the true vic611114 in this case and the only ones
who deserve compassion of any kind.
There has been no vindication.
There has been no justice.
Zobel himself admitted that the jury decision of
second-degree murder was supported by the facts
in the case.
And, yet, in a 16-page decision he released over
the Internet, ’Lobel wrote that Woodward’s conviction had been a "miscarriage of justice."
The only miscarriage in this case occurred when
Louise Wisidward walked out of the Cambridge
courthouse a free woman.
Though Woodward was convicted, she’s all but
been absolved by one man’s decision to pull a 180degree turnabout on a jury of many.
A Harvard Law School professor who (get this)
briefly worked for the defense said he thought the
Monday outcome was it vindication for the entire
legal system: "It shows we have checks and balances even within our judiciary arid judges can
check juries."
From where I stand, it looks like someone needs
to put the judge in check.
It has been hypothesized that the judge altered
the original verdict in an effort to rectify the major
defense faux pas of not giving the jury the option of
manslaughter.
The defense had been warned about the potential danger of leaving a jury with second-degree
manslaughter and not-guilty as their only options.
This is the defense’s job; they gambled and lost.
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Freeing Woodward derailed justice
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isn’t any invaded country for
the United States to rally support around.
It’s a shrewd move. America
has an image abroad that is
less than flattering and now it’s
being forced to stand alone.
Now, the only certain thing
is we’ve made an enemy. Now,
we have to deal with him.
Scott Shuey is a Spartan Daily
Staff Writer.

Treat food servers well;
poor tipping leads to bad
service overall in future

wilat ,
Au Pair

.6c\ict,

T_Tow

Executive Editor

damentalists.
Here in America, Islam is
looked on with suspicion and
has been associated with radical terrorists since the 1980s.
What’s happening in the
Persian Gulf shows how easy it
is to shift our need to hate into
a tangible conflict.
One of the few sane moves in
has
been
events
recent
Hussein’s timing. The United
States has become the focus of
Hussein’s recent aggressions.
Unlike in 1992 when Iraq
marched into Kuwait, there

Case closed.
The judge pure and simple
was swayed by public opinion
because the case had such highvoltage publicity.
The average alleged defense
misstep would go unnoticed by the
greater population; this one did not.
It is far from dear if the juries decision would have been altered had
manslaughter been an option.
What kind of message is this
sending? Woodward has bee.n held
responsible, but not punished.
I am at a leas for any emotion
other than the stirrings of extreme
anger when I hear about the reveling that followed in the wake of the sentencing of
time served.
English groups popped champagne corks and
drank down in celebration of the revised verdict.
But it’s innocent until proven guilty, not innocent until proven English.
Americans indicated in public opinion polls that
they believed by an overwhelming majority that the
original verdict was too harsh.
I demand to know who these people are who find
second-degree manslaughter "too harsh" for a baby
killer.
It is easy to see Woodward on television sobbing
when her conviction was handed down and possibly
feel a pang of pity.
Get over it She’s a murderer.
It is easy to get tired of hearing about the case
and just want the media to move on.
Snap out of it. A baby is dead.
It is easy when in the course of reading newspapers in all of their black and white two-dimensional glory not to see the three-dimensional people
beyond the facts.
Stare stark reality in the face: what was once a
bouncing, breathing bundle of baby boy joy is now
stone-cold dead.
Matthew has laid in the ground now for longer
than he laid in his crib.
And his murderer walks free.
Terri K Milner is Managing Editor of the Spartan
Daily. Her column appears every Wednesday.

may wonder why your server doesn’t
you
give you good service. It’s because they
have been stiffed one too many times by
cheap customers and
they just aren’t in the
mood for any more hassle.
Some people just
don’t get the concept of
tipping and it frusus servers.
trates
When the night starts
out with a $5 tip on a
$50 check, the rest of SHAYDA FATHIPOUR
the night customers
will get $5 service.
Here’s a little lesson on tipping: 10 percent of
your total check for bad service, 15 percent for
good service and 20 percent or more for great service. And that doesn’t include how your food was
cooked because that’s not the server’s fault, it’s
the kitchen’s.
I’ll be honest with you, us servers stereotype
you people. You think you’re all supposed to get
the same service, but you won’t if you’re on "the
list" of bad customers.
You may not be the same person every time,
but you may look like the person that stiffed me
the last time I worked. And you’re not going to
run my ass off, no way. I don’t go to work to sweat
for nothing.
’
The truth is I’m working as a food server trying to make a living. That’s what most of us are
working for. The money from tips goes to pay
bills, car payments and since most of us are students, our tuition.
You may think that we don’t have to claim our
tips -- you’re wrong about that. Servers are targeted by the IRS. If we don’t claim tips, they will
audit. Hone person at the restaurant gets audited, everyone gets audited... that’s the truth.
Another thing customers don’t understand
about us servers is that we have to "tip out" at
the end of the night. At my restaurant, for example, we have to tip 15 percent of our total tips to
our bussers, 10 percent of our alcohol sales to the
bar and a dollar an hour to the expeditor in the
kitchen. The expeditor or expo is the person that
makes sure your food is cooked at the right temperature, puts the correct sauce on your plate
and garnishes it to make your meal look good
enough to eat.
So, by the end of all that there really isn’t as
much money left over as you think there might
be.
I hope customers think again before they stiff
their server or run their butt off because they
think it’s entertaining. Because the next tittle
they see them they may remember what they did
the last time and spit in their food.
Shayda Fathipour is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer.

’Kill you television’ column evidence of societal problem
Travis Peterson’s column
Rfiding
o Nov. 4, "Killing televisions
ould put an end to effortless
learning in front of ‘box,- I can only hope
that Peterson wrote the column with
satirical intent. The satire might have
been amusing if it weren’t for the ample
evidence in the column that the author,
like so many in our generation, has been
exposed to a mind-numbing amount of
television.
The seemingly endless store of television knowledge Peterson draws upon for
the column brings to the realization that
when he says television has taught him
most of what he knows about history and
philosophy, it’s not as sure as it should be
that he’s joking.
If it weren’t for the TV-induced apathy
and mental entrainment that afflict millions of people, television’s "valuable
lessons" could be the source of amusement that Petenion’s celebration of the

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
insipid tries to make them. Yet how can
we stand by and laugh given the insidiousness of television’s influence?
As Peterson acknowledged, the debate
over the benefits and dangers of television is not a new one. The ill effects of
television have been documental and
downplayed for decades. The essential
truth, however, is as difficult to confront
as it is to dismiss: television can be a
mind-altering drug. For the vast majority of Americans who have become dependent on it, television is the drug of choice.
Like so many psychoactive substances, television programming (along
with advertising) is consumed recreationally, as a relaxing diversion. Some of the
side effects of frequent television viewing
are well-known: shortened attention

Spans, increased passivity of mind and
homogenization of social values.
Moreover, like other drugs, television
competes aggressively for a larger fraction of our waking hours, taking time
away from other relaxing activities that
engage the mind more deeply than television ever could.
Finally, for those who think "insidious" too strong a term for gentle television, let me mention an ad (paid for by
ABC) that I saw just printed on the side
of a Bay Area bus. It said simply, in capital letters, "HOBBIES, SCHMOBBIES"
followed by the ABC logo. Ask yourself,
what is the ad saying? Is it not a message
for those striving to be ant? A message
that implies that your other interests
have little value? That’s how I read it.
So be cool, drop the hobbies and watch
more IV.
I )avid Matthes
Assistant Professor ef BiologY
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Lumber town for sale

Heritage Gateway
Campaign

Gates at a glance
$1.1 million raised.
$400,000 needed.
8 gateways total.
To be completed by fall.

Seventh
Street
Garage

Salvador

"The company is pretty much divesting most of
its California assets," said Bill Windes, a
Louisiana-Pacific spokesman in Samoa.
The asking price for all the California properties, which affect 1,100 employees in all, is about
$800 million.
Rumors of a sale had been circulating for a
couple of years, especially since the pulp mill has
SAMOA (AP) -- The people of this windblown been operating in the red. This year, it’s expected
lumber town could see their whole world change to make a profit for the first time in years.
When the news hit about two weeks ago, some
hands.
Louisiana-Pacific Corp., the building products people panicked and talked about leaving town.
company, is putting the entire community up for But things have settled down, as employees sit
sale, including a pulp mill, a wood -chipping and wait, perhaps for months. They say they
plant, an empty sawmill and about 90 weather- won’t get severance packages two weeks’ pay
beaten pastel cottages, most of which are rented for every year of employment if they leave
early.
to employees.
Harnden, the accounting clerk, says she will
"It’s on the block, so I’m on the block," said Lori
rely on her second job as a groHarnden, an accounting clerk
cery cashier.
who has worked for the company
"In this county, as long as I’ve
for a year. Harnden is among
lived here, you got to be a jack of
about 500 employees in Samoa
"It used to be
all trades," said Hamden, who
from millworkers to administratightknit. Now it’s often works from 8 a.m. to 10
tors in danger of losing their
at her two jobs. "It’s a tough
jobs and the town that many of
a business running p.m.
place to live."
them call home.
"I’ll just take what I have in
There’s not much to the town houses. That’s all
pension and flip burgers at
along Humboldt Bay, about 230
McDonald’s," said Lee Mason, a
miles up the coast from San it is."
pulp mill supervisor.
Francisco. Samoa has i mayor.
Losing Louisiana-Pacific also
There are no stores,
even a
Lee Mason,
means no more company picnics
gas station. There’s the . ninsula
pulp
mill
supervisor and or charity firewood sales to raise
Elementary School, a small post
resident of Samoa money for the high school band,
office and a fire department.
Boy Scouts and students from
The busiest place in town is
Humboldt State University in
probably the Samoa Cookhouse.
nearby Arcata.
Leased by Louisiana-Pacific to its
Mason said that the community spirit in
operators, the restaurant has been serving meat Samoa died years ago as the stores and gas staand -potato meals for nearly a century.
Mary Miller, whose father was a lumberman, tion shut down and the company started renting
has been a cook at the restaurant for 16 of those houses to non -employees.
"It used to be tightknit," he said. "Now it’s a
years, since she graduated front high school.
wanted to stay here for the rest of my life," business running houses. That’s all it is."
Many lumber mills shut down in the late
said Miller, who’s considering going back to
school to become a paralegal, regardless of the 1980s and early ’90s after the federal government restricted logging in the ancient forests of
outcome of the sale.
Some don’t think being on the auction block the Northwest to protect the Northern spotted
will mean great change for the town, which has owl. Meanwhile, Canadian timber imports to the
already changed hands twice. Hammond Lumber United States have increased from 20 percent of
operated Samoa through the Depression and the nation’s timber 20 years ago to as much as 40
World War II, selling it to Georgia-Pacific, which percent.
Windes, the company spokesman, said he can
sold it to its spinoff company, Louisiana-Pacific,
count at least 15 Northern California towns that
in 1973.
Louisiana-Pacific, based in Portland, Ore., is have shrunk to a few stores, a restaurant and
now selling 300,000 California acres and three maybe a filling station in the past decade. That
includes Covelo, where be used to live.
sawmills along with Samoa.

Louisiana-Pacific Corp.
putting small community along
Humboldt Bay on the market
along with other CA property

Created with the intent of
furthering SISU’s relations
with local commerce,
the project has been
seen to be both
worthy
and
wasteful.
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Gateway: SJSU upgrade
Continued from page 1
walking on the street or driving by in a car,
Redding added.
"Having the company name in big letters is
trashy," said Angela Morris, an occupational therapy major. "That would be total advertisement
and promote a business not San Jose State."
Redding countered that most of the monuments "have been named to honor individuals
that have been important to the university. The
whole naming process has been scrupulous and
represents what is good about the university."
Niki Castel’, a public relations major, said
while it seems superficial to improve the aesthetics of the campus, it is a necessary expense.
"Beautifying the appearance of San Jose State
will add to student’s experience," Castell said.
"When you go to a school that looks good, you
enjoy it more."
The official groundbreaking ceremony for the
Heritage Gateway project was held Oct. 31.
Construction of the gateways is scheduled to be
completed next fall, said Alan Freeman, director
of planning, design and construction at SJSU.
Much of the work is being undertaken offsite, he
said.
"The university definitely needs an architectural upgrade," said Barry Swenson, owner of
Barry Swenson Builders and one of the contributors to the campaign. "The campus has a lot of
state architecture that is not too pretty."

The alumnus said he donated money to make
the campus look better because SJSU taught him
things that made him successful.
"What I learned kept me from going broke in
the ’80s, a time when many in the construction
business were going under, he said. "For that I
will always be grateful."
Ray Silva, who donated a fountain, said he
wants his gift to be a reminder that the campus
has had a considerable impact on him and his
family. He said his father was an immigrant and
didn’t have much money, but the university
offered him an education that was almost free.
"Through the education I received, I was able
to set sail for a career," Silva said. "So I wanted to
do something significant to give back to San Jose
State."
Roberta Washburn, a representative of
Comerica Bank, said the bank’s reasons for
donating to the Heritage Gateway Campaign
were three-fold. Comerica actively recruits
employees at San Jose State, the company hoped
to thank the university and it wanted to continue to support organizations in its community, she
said.
"The gateway project is a worthwhile project
that is right in our own backyard," Washburn
said. "We are proud of our involvement."
Currently, the Heritage Gateway Campaign
has raised more than $1.1 million and expects to
secure the remaining $400,000 needed to finish
the project through additional fund raising.

Pamphlet: ’Violent behavior’
Continued from page 1
one’s fist into a partner’s vaginal or anal opening. Published
by Gay Men’s Health Crisis, Inc.
of New York, the pamphlet promotes the use of gloves by featuring photographs of a gloved
fist.
Dr. Jeanne Scott, a physician
at the health center and a member of the Health Education
Committee, said the pamphlet’s
violent
promoted
content
behavior.
"If the pamphlet had come
out about heterosexuals, with a
heterosexual bent, people would
be up in arms," Scott said.
"They’d say this is advocating
women.
against
violence
Domestic violence, that’s what
we’re talking about."
Wiggsy Sivertson, Director of
Counseling Services and a

member of the Santa Clara
Violence
Valley
Domestic
Council, said she is not particularly bothered by the content,
but did feel that there was
something "gratuitously sexual"
about the pamphlet.
"I think that something
should be published (about
safer sex for lesbians) that does
not result in creating more difficulty because of how the content is written, because of the
tone," Sivertson said. "But this
has so much shock value in it, it
challenges the reader to get
beyond the shock value."
Latta said information on
safer-sex practices should be
available for lesbians and other
groups and that such material
should be readily available on
public display.
"But we feel that this one is
offensive and it may represent

unacceptable risk for people,"
Latta said. "We think the information there is dangerous."
Although the pamphlet has
been removed from display, it is
still available by request at
Peer Health Education.
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Student Union, Inc

Bowl 1 Game, Get 1 Free.

Bowling
Center

Bowl 1 game at the regular price, bowl
a second game at no charge, anytime.
Lanes are available during regular
business hours. Not valid with any
other promotions or specials.
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STA Travel offers
student discounts
on domestic

travel, too.
415-391-8407

51 Grant Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94108

www.sta-travel.com
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At DELIA’S Cleaners
We’ve got
GREAT HOURS for students
7am to lpm or lpm to 7pm
Sales Positions open in:
San Jose, Cupertino
and Santa Clara

Call Today: 1-800 77DELIA
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Life sans Saint-Jean starts
for basketball team tonight

Racial slur on ice
costs Chris Simon
Chris to Mike Grier fiir my words.NEW YORK 1’ lA
Simon’s racial slur will cost he said. "I know they were
the Washington Capitals’ Mr - unacceptable and I am very
ward $36,585 in salary after embarrassed by them. I also
he was suspended for three want to apologize to the public
games by the NIII. on for what I said. My words
caused a lot of pain. It was .1
Tuesday.
Simon directed the, remark serious mistake I made and I
want to sdy how sorry I am. I
m
at Mike Grier oft he Edonton
Oilers, one of six black players will comnat nlyself to making
in the league, at the end of sure that others understand
Saturday night’s game. He how wrong I was and try to
apologized to Grier for the teach people not to make the.
episode Monday night and same mistake."
The incident occurred at the
again Tuesday following a
hearing with NHL vice presi- end of Saturday night’s game.
Two on -ice officials and other
dent Brian Burke.
Simon missed Sunday’s players heard Simon use the
game pending the hearing and (’pit het.
Simon told the Toronto
will sit out Washington’s
games at Pittsburgh on Star: "Being a native North
Wednesday and at Buffalo on American I should know bet
Thursday. His $1 million ter I’ve had to put up with
racial taunts) myself
salary pays him $12,195 per
"We all came on the. ice and
game.
Simon, a member of the we started mouthing back and
Ojiba Indian tribe, flew to forth. ... Inc not making any
Toronto to meet Grine- Monday excuses. It was very wrong
night. The two talked for what I said and lin
sorry."
about five minutes.
Burke said although the
"Chris was really struggling
with what he said," Grier said. incident was isolated, it would
"He said ’I’ m sorry’ and I not be tolerated
"While Mr S1111011.S 111111a believe him, he had a very sincere look in his eye. It takes a UV(’ III traveling to Toronto to
stand-up person to come up apologize to Mr. Grier is coin
here and handle it the way he mendable . his a ction warrants
the discipline, imposed." Burke
did. I accept his apology."
General said in a statement "We want
Washington
Manager George McPhee said a clear message sent to our
Simon was "embarrassed and players and fans t hat this con
disappointed in himself ... and duct is unacceptable’ ;ind 111;11
every NHL player must he
most importantly, contrite."
"He wanted to apologize afforded respect and dignity.Simon has volunteered to
right away after the game and
couldn’t do it because of the donate time to the Fort
emotion of the moment," Dupont Ice Hockey Club, a
McPhee told the Toronto Sun. program for inner city youth
"He asked my permission to in the Washington area. He
look (Grier) in the eye and also will be involved in clinics
and other activa les
apologize."
Simon’s salary for the three
Simon repeated his apology
in a statement following missed games will go to the,
NHL Emergency Assistance
Tuesday’s hearing.
"I want to publicly apologize Fund.

Abdul-Wahad
scores two
in NBA debut
MIAMI (AP) -- Isaac Austin
scored 24 points and P.J. Brown
grabbed a career-high Is
rebounds Tuesday night to lead
the Miami Heat to a 101-82 vii
tory over the Sacrament o
Kings.
Reserve
forward
Mark
Strickland, receiving extra
playing time with Jamal
Mashburn injured, scored 10 of
his career-high 14 points in the.
first half for Miami.
Mitch Richmond scored 17
points to lead the Kings.
Austin, starting at center
while Alonzo Mourning is out
with a left knee injury, scored 8
points during a 22-6 spurt in
the second quarter as the Heat
opened a 58-39 halftime lead.
first -round
Sacramento’s
draft pick from SJSU Olivier
Saint-Jean,
who
officially
changed his name to Tariq
Abdul-Wahad on Monday, made
his pro debut Tuesday at 4:48 of
the second quarter. He finished
with 2 points.

The Spartans’ top
point scorer is gone;
’new’ team plays in
exhibition match
By Aaron Williams

Senior Staff Writer

ANALYSIS
You won’t be able to tell the
San Jose, State University
1111.11.S haSketball team this year
without a scorecard.
New faces dominate a team
that is coming off of a 13-14
’e’ar with NIdonet Williams
Iwing the lone holdover from
the. Spartans trip to the 1996
NCAA Tournament.
SJSC now finds itself in the
position of starting fresh. Gone
is Olivier Saint-Jean, now Tariq
Abdul-Wahad, gone is Tito
Addison, gone is Brad Quinet.
Coach Stan Morrison doesn’t
see this
a negative but as a
chance for the. Spartans to
become a better balanced team.
"You don’t replace him
Saint-Jean
but you can
become less one dimensional,"
Morrison said. "Olivier became
the first, second and third
option. That’s not healthy for
him or the team; I’m really
interested in balance.."

New leadership
Thy bitiancv will start

with
Williams, the team captain.
"There’s a lot of pressure on
me to pick up my scoring and to
lead the team in the right direction by playing hard," Williams
said.
The three other returning
members from last year
LaRon Campbell -Hall, Rick
Hite and Thomas Lowery are

looked to to provide extra leadership for the young team.
"Rick and LaRon have really
set the pace (in practice),"
Morrison said. "I’m impressed
with their effort."
Campbell -Hall said Morrison
let it be known from ’Day One’
that he wanted the veterans to
be the leaders and set the tone.
He said the whole team is anxious to get it on.
"We are tired of beating each
other up," Campbell-Hall said.
Williams echoed the sentiment.
"We are tired of banging each
other. We want to bang the
other team instead of our own,"
he said.
The Spartans will have three
Will Trawick,
newcomers
Brad Kennett and Brent Boe
starting for them tonight as
they take on the High-Five All
Stars at 7:30 p.m. in the Event
Center.

Growing pains
The most intriguing of the
three is Trawick, who is listed
at 6-foot-blank because he’s still
in-owing. Three years ago, as a
senior in high school, he was
only 5-foot-7 and planning on
going to a trade school before he
grew nearly 12 inches.
"I never expected to play
ball," Trawick said. "I was going
to go to a trade school to be an
airplane mechanic. This really
is a dream come true."
Trawick is a transfer from
the College of Alameda, where
he averaged 16 points and 11
rebounds.
"Will’s learning curve is
going up daily," Morrison said.
"He’s a spirited guy who will
have to be active (when he’s)
guarding guys that are six inches taller than he is."

Trawick and Shaun Murray
will share time at center this
year.
Morrison said he would love
to be able to play Murray at the
power forward spot, but the
team is smaller and it will need
his rebounding and defense,

Sharpshooter
Morrison said he expects
Boe, a 6-foot-6 shooting forward, to step right in and be a
force for the Spartans.
"He’s a ferocious defender, a
great passer and someone who
can score both inside and out."
Morrison said. "He’s a three
man who can also play the two."
Boo’s excited to finally get
out on the court and mix it up
for real.
"We’re all excited to get out
on the court," Boe said. "It will
probably take a couple of games
to get used to each other (in a
game situation)."
Kennett is a 6-foot-6 junior
who’s extremely active on both
ends of the floor. He’s a banger
who will start at power forward.
Kennett isn’t afraid to do the
something SJSU
dirty work
will need if they are to be suecessful.
Rebounding, defense and
taking teams out of their game
plan are keys that Morrison
said will be crucial for the team
to be successful.
"We need to disrupt their
game," he said. "To make them
play different from how they
practiced. We need to make
other teams go 10 (men) deep."

Tough schedule
It won’t be easy for the
Spartans as their preseason
schedule has four teams New
Mexico, Montana, Saint Mary’s
who were in last
and Pacific
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Picked last
Where they are, or where the
"experts" pick them to be, is last
in the Pacific division of the
WAC. A fact that doesn’t bother
Morrison. He said during a
media day, that not one of the
reporters present could name
anyone other than Williams by
looking at them.
"We don’t know how we will
be either," he said. "That’s
what’s making this fun."

Lomb Contact Lenses

BENEFIT

SHOPS
CORPORATION

The Spartan Bookstore will be available to serve all your Fall 1997 graduation needs
starting Monday, November 10,1997. We will have a "Grad Center" located in front of
the Spartan Bookstore, adjacent to the cashier area. The center will operate
during normal store hours.
At the center, you will be able to purchase your cap and gown packageBachelor (cap, gown, hood, tassel), and any stationery items listed below.
Personalized Announcements
Custom Thank You Notes
Return Address Labels
Custom Certificates of Appreciation
All these items require two weeks time from the date of order until date of receipt. If you
require receipt of these items in less than the two week minimum, they can be sent FedEx
for an additional $12.00 charge. Please plan accordingly

We will also have the following items available:
Blank Announcements
Blank Thank You Notes
Etiquette Seals
These items are available immediately as supplies last. If an order needs to be place.-i,
the delivery time is one week from the date of order.

i’,.estew.

A representative from Jostens, Ingrid Thomson, and a representative from ArtCarved,
Carol Kaczmarek, will be in attendance at the Grad Center on
Tuesday November 11, from 9 a.m. until 3 p.m. to help you place your orders
or answer any questions
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year’s NCAA tournament. This
combined with a game against
the University of San Francisco
and two with Colorado State.
"I’ve always been accused of
overscheduling," Morrison said,
"but it does no good to schedule
patsies. We have to deal with
the reality of the WAC and lace
them up tighter."
Campbell -Hall agrees that
SJSU will be baptized by fire.
"It’s good to go against teams
like New Mexico," he said. "It
will show us where we are."

SPARTAN

GIVE TI IE PRECIOUS GIFT OF LIFE
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BOOKSTORE

n.1.1124.1110

SUN,’ 14..16.11L1h1111

5001 Norris Canyon Rd,

Stan Morrison,
SJSU men’s basketball

SPARTAN

Get a Room!!
41,

"I’ve always been
accused of overscheduling, but it
does no good to
schedule patsies.
We have to deal
with the reality of
the WAC..."
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Please stop by and place your order as early as possible
to ensure prompt and accurate delivery.

Ars are 10:30am.7:00pm. 7 days a week. f 310 Barber Court, Milpitas (4081432-8101
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2 BOMA APT. $925/MO. Very
nice, clean & quiet. Assigned
parking. Laundry room. 544 So.
6th St. 408/559-1356.

SHARED HOUSING
ROOM TO LET, has =side entrance,
share bath. cooking & laundry
areas. Must see to appreciate.
Call Lydia or Gloria, 998,4811.

MIME
LEATHER BIKER JACKET Wilsons
Thnsulate. Mimed. Like new. Excl.
ccrdtion. $133 cCo. 408/3533844.
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EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & English papers/theses
our specialty. Laser printing.
APA, Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available on
either WordPerfect or Word.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Cal Paul or Virginia 408.251-0449.
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
OR NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE??
Term papers, thesis, resumes,
group projects.etc. I have a
typewriter to complete your
applications tir road/law school, etc.
Will transcribe your taped
interviews or research notes.
Fax Machine. Notary Public.
Call ANNA at 972-4992.

2 liDitht ARVITMENT -5900/MO. PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Security type building
Theses, term papers, group
Secure Parking
projects, resumes. All formats,
Close In
including APA. WP 5.1/HP Laser
Modem Building
Printer. Experienced, dependable,
Laundry Room
quick return.Almaden/Branham
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
area. Call Lhda at (408) 264-4504.
(408) 295-6893.
Please leave message. All calls
returned promptly.
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WORDPROCESSING

PHONE CARDS 1.4.9 e/minute in
U.S. International calls: same
card/variable rates. Call: 408/
924-8134 or 408/997-7830.

*AFFORDABLE& EXPERIENCED*
Graduate Studies, Thesis, Term
Papers, Nursing, Group Projects,
Restrnes. All Formats, Specializing
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/
Punctuation/ Editing. 24+ vs Eao.
WP 5.1/HP Laser. PAM’S
PROFIESSIONAL WORD PROCESSING.
247-2681, 8am-8pm.
WORD PROCESSING SERVICES
Professional typing for your term
papers. reports, letters, etc.
8 years experience.
Fast- Accurate - Reliable
WP. MS Word, other applications.
Hansen’s Business Services
408-2643507 or 408-269-5156.
e-mail: kelahlkearthlink.net

SERVICES

STONES T1CKETS/Fn. Nov. 14, @
COST. 4 in Sec 323,4 n Sec 311 & WRITING HO". Fast professional
4 in Sec 111 First cane. 723-0192 editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
Essays, letters, application
statements, proposals, reports.
etc. For more info, please call
OPPORTUNITIES
Dave Bolick at 510-601-9554.
GET PAID BIG $56 through your VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall
mailbox! Easy to do. Even for
Teens! Do it now! Free info send THE GNOSTIC ORDER OF CHRIST
SASE to HBB Press, 1105 Audrey Bible Study, Lecture & Services
Ave. Campbell, CA 95008. Book Cafe & Reiki Center
httd/nwriv2.netcom.com/-pskim/ 3483-95 So. Bascom
hbb. html
Sundays 6:00pm
(408)978.8034
OWN A COMPUTER?
Then put it to work!
WRITING ASSISTANCE most
subjects. Why suffer and get poor
$850.$3500+. PT/FT
grades when help is available?
Free details, wwww.hbn.com
Harvard MA/UCB Ph.D. (former
Access code 5047.
college teacher) can help you
with research & writing Fast,
friendly, caring. confidential.
TUTORING
Convenient Peninsula location.
Dissertation/ thesis specialist.
ENGLISH TUTOR a EDMNO
Experienced with the needs
Samples & references available.
of Foreign Students.
Chinese 8, other languages
Creclentialed Teacher & MA.
spoken. Foreigners welcome! For
free tips, tools and ideas on
Call Jessica (408)978-8034.
how to improve your writing.
IN-HOME COMPUTER TUTORING visit our user-friendly Website
Upgrade. Consulting, Install. DOS, at http://www.aci-plus.com
Windows, Win 95, Win NT. Office, Regular e-mail: acifinetcom.com
Word, Internet, Netscape, Int Exp. Or wrrte: Daniel, POB 4489. FC CA
Game on our Computers or Surf 94404 (ask for free color brochae}
the Web @ "A PLACE TO PLAY" at
832 Malone in Willow Glen. Avail.
9am-11pm, 7 days a week. Call
CAMPUS CLUBS
Roy. 292-3167, Store: 267-6227.
SKI WHISTLER Canada $499.
January 11th 16th. SJSU Ski &
TUTORIAL CENTER
Math: Algebra Geometry
Snowboard Club. Includes
Statistics Trig Calculus
bus, 4 day lift ticket, 5 night stay in
full kitchen condos in WHISTLER
Physics: Mechanics Electric
Computer: Wndows Visual Basic C Village, & unlimited fun. For your
English: ESL TOEFL
E.Ticket call Mark 408/292-0955
Spanish: Nattier Leer Escribir
or ufs12282@lemail.sisu.edu
Call: Mike 408.298.7576
Email: mvera182884kaol.com

ANNOUNCEMENTS

INSURANCE
LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE
Low Down / Month y Payments
No Drwer Refused
*Cancelled or Rejected
Dui Suspended License
*Accidents .Tickets
Immediate SR Flings
*Good Driver Discount
Non/Orme! Operator
*8am - 8prn Monday - Saturday
44011) 241-5400
Free Phone Quotes
*Call Us Now
ALL -COVERAGE INSURANCE

Ayr() INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drwers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family Multi-car"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSI F
NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

AUTO SERVICES
WADES DYNAMIC
AUTO BODY REPAIR
Specialiang in minor & midsize
damage 24 hour service
*Free pick up .Free delivery
Free detailing .Free estimates
*All makes & models
Insurance Work
*Tel 408/287 8337
Pgr 408/9201102
"Where quality is a must’
2-3 day service with damages
that do not exceed $500 or
repair is at no cost "FREE".
HAD AN accioakri Need a paint
job or body work done on your car?
Al CAMPBELL COLLISION CENTER.
we can help you Call us at (408)
379-4144. Ask for SISU Student
Discount.

STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 301k 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1800-655.3225.

PHONE:

TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
Elem. school -age recreation
program, P/T from 26pm, M F
POLONSKY PIANO SCHOOL during the school year. Some P/T
30 Years Teaching Experience morning positions available from
approx. 7am-11am. F/T during
Dr. Viktor and Anna Polonsky
Russian Trained Concert Pianists summer camp. Xlnt salary, no
Professors of Piano
ECE req. Los Gatos -Saratoga
National Teachers Guild Assn.
Recreation. Call Janet at 354-8700
x223. (Not available school year?
National Suzuki Assn.
Call for summer employment:
INDIVIDUAL PIANO LESSONS
lifeguards & camp leaders}
Starting $20/hr.
Call 408.241-6662
in Santa Clara leow
MOVIE THEATRE
Now hiring for all positions.
FIRST FREE LESSON-INTERVIEW.
Flexible hours. Opportunity for
AcNancement. Apply at:
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to AMC Saratoga 14, 700 El Paseo
de Saratoga, San Jose 95130.
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning.
671-2277
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any style: Jazz, Blues. Rock, CASHIERS NEEDED TO WORK
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk. the graveyard shift at 4th &
Santa Clara Chevron. Applicants
Call Bill at 408-298-6124
interested please call 295-3964.
Ask for Otte.

INSTRUCTION

HEALTH & BEAUTY

SECURITY OFRCERS
DONT WEIGHT1Ldse 10 to 100 bs.
$7.00 to $11.00/hour
Or.
All Shifts Available!
No drugs, 100% safe.
approved.
10% DISCOUNT to all STUDENTS. Bag-Warner Protective Services,
Great study energy. 408-245-2310 the World’s leading provider
of contract security services
(NYSE/Fortune 1000), currently has
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC.
F/T & P/T Security/Flex Officer
Unwanted hair removed forever.
(including DOD accounts), RecepSpecialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
tionist and Administrative Assistant openings throughout the
335S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486.
greater Bay Area. In addition to
paid uniforms & training, we’ll
MEN & WOMEN
also provide you with medical,
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL. dental & vision options, attractive
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing vacation, bonus & incentive plans,
or using chemicals. Let us Demi. 401(k), and excellent promotional
nently remove your unwanted hair. opportunities. You may apply by
Back- Chest - Lip- Bikini - Chin - phone 24 hrs/day by calling SJ:
Tummy etc. Students & faculty (800) 385-9419, SF: (800) 360receive 15% discount. First appt. HIRE or Oakland: (800) 731-HIRE.
1/2 oice if made before 12/31/97. For more information, stop by or
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, 621 E. call one of our hiring centers in:
Campbell Ave. 417, Campbell.
SAN JOSE
(406) 379-3500.
591W. Hamilton, 4140
(408) 341-3750
SAN MATEO
4W. 4th Ave, 4203
EMPLOYMENT
(650) 3447116
TAX CONSUTANTS AND TAX
OAKLAND
Reviewers needed to do tax returns
675 Hegenberger Rd. 4100
(510) 563-4000
for ex-patriots at large accounting
firm in San Jose. Seasonal
SAN FRANCISCO
employment from January 29562 Mission St. 4303
April. Career opportunities
(415)278-2090
Drug-Free Workplace
possible. Olsten 408.565.9080.
EOE/M/F/D/V
OPPORTUNITY TO EARN $4725
PP08760
Education Award Trout, Arnericaps
at the San Jose Conservation PUBUC RELATIONS- Brand new
Corps. Seeking self-motivated San Jose office, needs outgoing
individuals to work with "at risk" team:bated people. Your experierce
youth for year-long positions. High & our training program provide an
school diploma required & ability alternative to the usual dead-end
to get Class B license. $6.25 hourly jobs. Call for appt. 408/267-4988.
plus benefits. Full-Part-Time. Call
Joe 408/283-7164. EOE.
SEEKING WAITRESS/WAITED for
busy Asian restaurant on Blossom
Hill Rd. near Los Gatos. Good
VENDING ASSISTANT
Responsible & reliable individual hourly wage. excellent tips,
to assist vending staff. Must be flexible hours. Pleasant, friendly
able to lift up to 50 Hos Part-time manner expected. Experience with
Nif , 4 or 5 hours a day. ( To be Southeast Asian cuisine helpful.
arranged). For an application stop Please call 358-2525.
by: Spartan Shops Dining Services
Adm.nistration Office (Old Cafetena PART-TIME, HR ADMIN. $14.00 Building). Job Hotline: 924-1876.
816.00. HR for staff of 26 Generalist. Flex hours mornings/
’IMMEDIATE OPENINGS**
afternoons. 20 hours a week.
Receptionist, Office Clerk
Contact Susan (408) 653-1515 Sales, Customer Support
P-one or (408)6531855 - Fax.
Technician, Testing Optr.
Warehouse Clerk
SPEEDSTERS CAFE
Call 408/942-8666
P/T salad sandwich servers
or fax to 408/94243260
1100am 3:00pm Mon. -Fri.
Electronix Staffing Services. EOE
Energetic & Friendly. Apply at
1778 Clear Lake Ave. Milpitas
86 South First/San Fernando.
Hwy 680 exit Landess Ave.
turn left at Clear Lake Ave.
SPORTS MINDED San Jose Hearth
& Fitness Company, needs team
SCOTS SEAFOOD RESTAURANT PlaWS to help wet expansion. If you
P/T host/hostess position needed. like working with people in steam
We are looking for enthusiastic, atmosphere, look no further. Call
stylish, friendly people to join our for appt: 408/ 267-4988.
professional team. Experience not
required, flexible hours, great pay
BICYCLE MESSENGER
& close to school. Apply n person
Parttime, Flexible Hours.
at 185 Park Ave.
$50 Hiring Bonus!
Great for Students!
ODWALLA INC P/T product Serving Downtown SanJose.
demonstrator. Excellent comm. &
Inner City Express.
presentation skills a must. 22W. Saint John St. San Jose.
Provide own transportation. Avail
to work aftemoons and weekends $1500 WEEKLY potential malirg
mostly Contact Tiffany Mitchell ar =Jars. No Experience Req. Free
650-712-5589. EOE.
informabcn peace. Call 4107836272.

DAILYCLASSIHED- LOCAL RATES

PART-TIME JR. ADMIN - $13.00
Afternoons General Clerical, Basic
knowledge WordExcel-Powerpoint.
Contact- Susan (408) 653.1515 Phone or (408) 6531855 - Fax.
TEACHING OPPORTUNITIES in
San Francisca The San Francisco
Unified School District will be con
ducting interviews with teacher
applicants for the 1998-1999
school year. QUALIFICATIONS:
1. California or out of state
certification, 2. BA/BS or advanced
degrees in math, Science, Special
Education & Bilingual Education,
3. CBEST preferred, 4. Experience
in working with diverse student
population. PRIORITY AREAS:
Special Education, Bilingual Education, Mathematics and Science.
TO APPLY: Send or fax comprehensive resume to: SFUSO
Human Resources-Recruitment,
135 Van Ness Avenue, Room
116, San Francisco, CA 94102.
FAX number: (415) 241-6147.
DEADLINE: November 15, 1997.
INTERVIEWS will be held on
November 21-22, 1997 and they
will be scheduled for those who
meet District qualifications.
Qualified candidates will be
notified of the time and location of
the interview.
ECE STUDENTS & DEC. GRADS:
Join the teaching team at our
corporate sponsored work-site
child care center at Good Sam
Hospital! Great benefits & tuition
assistance. FT & PT positions
available. ECE units & experience
required. NAEYC accredited. FAX
resume to 408-559-2619 or call
408-559.2453.

924-3277

PART-TIME ASSISTANT needed
for loan office. Advance quickly.
Flexible schedule/afternoons. Call
Mike at 261-1323.
VALET PARKING - Local company
looking for people. Flexible
schedule. PT/FT. Earn $8.00 to
$15.00 per hour. 867-7275.

THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY
is looking for neat, bright and
energetic people in the following
areas: Food Server (21+), host,
and busser. Apply in person, 2pm
to 4pm. Mon. thru Fri.
51 N.
San Pedro St. San Jose.
SAN JOSE UVEI
is here at San Jose State
taking applications for
employment outside the Student
Union every Wednesday from
liars to 1:30pm. Come by
and fill out an application.

DAYCARE TEACHERS. 8--8 school
UP TO 51.2.50 TO START w
seeks responsible individuals for
extended daycare. P/T in the No experience necessary
afternoon. No ECE units are
- training provided
required. Previous experience with Apply at our HQ in San Jose
children preferred. Please contact
Cathy at 2441968 x16.
CALL 979-9700 FOR NFORMATION

LONG TERM PART-TIME ADMIN.
$16.00418.00. Phones, calen
daring. travel. expenses MS
Office, 5 years exp. Mac. Contact
Susan (408) 6531515 Phone or
(408)6531855 - Fax.

DRIVERS FOR FOOD DELIVERY
Needed ASAP
Top Pay + Great Tips!
FT/F’T flexible schedule
Own car 415/908.3403.
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR Co car
students provided Most work avaii.
after school & wkrds. Requires H.S.
grad, ciean DMV Good heaith &
ccrrrnunicaton Pets. 408;9717557

FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CALL

408-924-3277

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
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Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
One
Two
Day
Days
3 lines
$S
$7
4 lines
$B
$6
Shoes
$7
$9
6 lines
c10
$e
$1 for each additional Poe

Three
Days
$9
$10
$11
$12

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

After the fifth day, rate increases by $1 per day
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available xi bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines, $70
10-14 lines. $90
15-19 lines: $110

Five
Days
$13
$14
S1S
$16

Please check
one classification:

Addess
Cny

SUM

Zo axle

Phone

Send check or money order to:
Spartan Daily Classifieds
Sari bee State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
SI Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209.
Deadkne 1000 a m. two weekdays before publication
AN ads are prepaid No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutNe publicabons dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL. (406)924-3277

COME TO WHERE THE BREAD is
baked! Le Boulanger, family owned
bakery/cafe seeks friendly,
outgoing individuals to join Our
team as Bussers. Sales Clerks.
Supervisors, and Assistant Managers $5412 hourly, no experience necessary. 18 locations
including Downtown San Jose.
Apply at any location or 305 N.
Mathilda. Sunnyvale, 94086. Call:
Q17749000 orFac 408623-98111

RIOD SEIMCE ESPRESSO OAR
okorrels FT & PT positions avail
in a busy family style restaurant.
All shifts available, flex hours. VALET PARKING P/T nights &
$8-$8.50/hr to start. 733.9446. weekends for special events in
ask for Julia or Wendy.
Los Gatos and Saratoga area.
Polite, well groomed & professional
TEACHERS high quality, licensed attitude only. 19 years+, 8648
drop-in childcare centers for 2-12 per hour + tips. Call Mike at
year olds.
1,800.825-3871.
Flex FT/FT positions
Days. Eve, Weekends
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Min 6 ECE required
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
Team environment
Students needed in the inmediate
Benefits available
area Full-time/Parttime openings.
Call Corp Office 260-7929.
Call today 1-415-968-9933.
International Bartenders School.
PRESCHOOL TEACHER NEEDED
Close to campus.
CITILINK PAGING & CELLULAR
Mornings. Afternoons or Full-time seeks full/part time sales
$7/hr. and up. 2.5 year olds.
person, data entry, customer
High quality center.
service & electronic technicians.
571 N. 3rd St.
Call 408453-7243 or
Lauren 286.1533
Fax resume 408-441-9988.

BDIAVIORAL THERAPIST to work
6.9 hrs weekly in Los Gatos
based behavioral intervention
program. Backgournd in Speech,
Psychology, Special Ed or OT
TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
desired. Experience preferred.
P/f - Elementary Schools.
$10415 per hour. Call Kevin Degree or Oedenti al NOT Required.
(415) 827-9310 or Shari (408) Opportunity fcr Teachig Experience.
2942712.
Need Car.
Vcice Mot (408)287.4170 eel 408
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
EOF_/AAE
Women ages 21-29, healthy,
responsible, all nationalities.
COPY OPERATOR-High Speed &
Give the gift of life!
Color. Some Bindery work. Exper$3,000 stipend & expenses paid. ience preferred, but will train. Full
crust( airless &Japanese days. or part-time evenings. Must be
PLEASE CALL WRFC
reliable, orgainzed, detail orient800-314-9996
ed, enjoy fast paced environment
& have "Team Player " Attitude. Fax
DIAMOND BILLIARDS
resume to: 408/277-0706 or
Seeking: Assistant Manager apply in person at AnzaGraphix
Counterperson/Cashier and 2 h Market St_ (downtown San Jose)
Waitress. Part-time, flexible hours. 408/277-0700.
Need to be: Friendly, outgoing
with strong customer service
SECURITY
skills and good work ethics. Apply
Full and Part Time Positions
in person Mon. - Fri. after 4pm.
Graves, Swings and Weekends
4700 Almaden Expwy. San Jose
Low key job sites
408/266-7665.
Will train
Abcom Private Security
JOBS AVAILABLE! Temp. FT/PT
40E1247-4627
Work as receptionist,
Admin. Assist, Ship/Rec.
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
South Bay locations.
sell discount subcriptions to Bay
Flexible. Pay starts $9 & up.
Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
Certified Personnel. 749-1570. Flexible hrs. 9am-9pm. Downtown
near lightrail .4 blocks from SJSU.
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
Hourly $$ plus bonus. Media
is hiring FT & PT teachers and Promotions 4940200.
aides for their school age day
care programs in the San Jose P/T WORK FOR &MU STUDENTS
area. AM and PM hours available.
Flexible hours after school
Get great experience working Internships and coops
with children! Units in Psych, Soc,
possible for all majors
ECE, Rec or ED required. Call 100 corporate scholarships
408-379-3200 act 21.
awarded annually

TUTORS NEEDED: Elementary
& High School Subjects. Earn
815420/hr. Call Jack or Joan
408/227 6685.

FAX: 924-3282

Campus Clubs
Greek Messages’
Events’
Announcements’
Lost and Fouler
Volunteers’
For Sale’
Aubds For Sole’
Canputers Etc ’
Wante:r
Employment
Coportunares

Rental Housing
Shared Housrig’
Real Estate
Swops’
HealltaBeatAy’
Sports/Thrills’
Insurance

Entartsinmenr
Travel
Tutoeng’
Word Processing
Schclarships

Special student rates available for these classifications. S5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in DB H 209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.

**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

PAY FOR YOUR EDUCATION!
Young telecommunications co.
seeking self-starters P/T; Call:
888/485-2158. Leave name.
phone no., time to call you back:
day preferred for interview.
WORK AT HOME
WE NEED HELP
e1 Health & Nutrition Company
Lcokingfa help with bee National.
& International EXPANSION.
Founded in 1980
ShPes Pubbly Traded on NAcinlic
50 States & 36 foreign countries
Sales of $1.2 Billion by 2000
No minimum sales quotas
No territorial restrictions
*Part-Time $500-$1500
Full -Time $1500 to 850(5)
*Work from Home Apt or Dorm
*FULL TRAINING
No experience necessary
*Qualify for paid vacations
CALL NOW (408)345-7000
CRUISE SHIP & LAND-TOUR
EMPLOYMENT - Learn about
national/int’l Cruise Lines and
Land-Tour companies. World Travel
(Hawaii, Mexico, Caribbean). Excellent benefits + bonuses! We can
help you make the connection.
517-336-0574 Ext. C60411.

DIRECTORS, TEACHERS & AIDES
Thinking about a career working
with elementary age children? The
YMCA of Santa Clara Valley is
now hiring for school -age child
care centers in San Jose. Cupertino.
Santa Clara. Los Gatos &
Full & part-time positions available,
hours flexible around school. Fun
staff teams, great experience
in working with elementary age
children, career advancement and
good training opportunities.
Teachers require minimum 6 units
in ECE, Recreation, Psychology,
Sociolqg anclitz Physical Education.
Please call Mary Hoshiko at 408291-8894 for more information
and locations.
SECURITY- ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Great for Students.
F/T or P/T. All shifts.
Top Pay with Many Benefrtsl
Call or appy person, N’on-Sun 7-7.
4E6-2865880. 555 D Madan Awe.
Between San Cabs ad Paranccr,
bead te Cad aid Party Rae. SJ.
STUDENTS NEEDED
Earn while you Learn Program.
Have all your expenses paid,
while you go to school.
Pay your tuition with CASH.
Graduate with 6.fgure income.
Call recording (408) 271-6993.
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
up to $600/month!
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males, 19-40 years old.
Univ. St udent s/Grads/Facutty
Contact California Cryobank
1-650-324.1900, M-F, 8-4:30.

Certain advertisements in
these calumets nay refer the
reader to specMc telephone
numbers or addr
for
additional information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when miring
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or sen4ces.
In addition, readers should
carefully Investigate al firma
offering employment Mires
arcoupons for discount
vocations or mwchand Iii.

Daily
sswo
ACROSS
1 Hotel worker
5 Florida city
10 Two Years
Before the -14 Fashion
designer Gucci
15 Pop-ups
16 Line of rotation
17 Environmental
problem
18 - Castro
19 Squeal
20 Sentry s
command
21 Astronaut’s
outing
23 Sigh of
satisfaction
25 That girl
26 Swamp tree
31 Strode back
and forth
35 Excitement
36 Aim
38 Garment pieces
40 Actor Douglas
42 Copy -machine
need
44 Prima donna
45 Playful animal
47 Crescent shaped figures
49 None
50 Hut
52 Lure
54 Housekeeping
tool
56 Have
57 Thicket of
shrubs
62 Lively dances
66 Actress
Simmons
67 Fewest
68 Western state
69 Choir voice
70 Home on high
71 Gambling city
72 Valley
73 All-star golfer

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

MUM00 MDR IMMO
MOMUN ORM MMMEID
WOMMMMUMM OGIUMEI
L1tIMMOOM MMOMM
MOM DOWD
MINIM WOOM10100
MOM MOMM MO01110
OUUM UMUOU MMIOU
01110P1 MOO
QMOOINIM 1M111120
MOMM MOW
BOOM IMMO MIBM
OWOMM MCIMMEIO000
OMMOO MOU OMUMO
0001021
MMMOU
unqed

74 Hence

DOWN
1 Do a cooking
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
It
12
13
22
24
26
27
28
29

chore
- mater
Matinee man-,
Soldier s I D
Branch
Barrette
Verdi opera
Bloodsucker
In dreamland
Ancient
Mexican
Skating leap
Soft fabric
Recipe qty
’King Kong’
actress
A founder of
Dada
Warm -water
Shark
Mine entrances
Di ection
St inged
instrument

ear,,.e ’.y"l,CaiO

30 Boredom
32 - liver oil
33 - out making
do with
34 New Jersey
hockey player
37 Mo neighbor
39 Auction
41 Large parrot
43 Mutinied
46 Mounties org
48 Work as a tailor
51 Eucalyptus
eaters
53 Hurt
55 Primp
57 Monk s
quarters
58 Detest
59 Before long
60 Uncommon
61 India s location
63 Roman road
64 Work crew
65 D se away
bi ds
66 Luxury car
for short

MEM
MIIMM
NM WINNE HENN
MENN MUM= MENN
ME= MENNEMENN
MEN
MEN
IIMMENNIIM =MOM
MEN MINIM
MINIM MENEM MENN
MNIMINM MENEM 111111
ammo moms=
ONd
ANN
MMONMEMMN ’MAIM
MN= MENNE MN=
MN= WINNE MNEN
MEM= MINN
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Parade:

Sparta Guide
TODAY
Registration social
The Child Development Club is
having .4 registration social for
those going into a credential pro The meeting will be at 6 30
p ni in the Cent ral Classrmini
Building- Room 1 Is For more
t all Davi n Holt at 924allot mat
r. 2s
K meeting
Hie Calle K International is
having a general meeting at 5 p.n.’.
in the limaness Classrooms. Ibioni
II II For noire III hiirrii,ut 4441, Cali
1111,, .11 1111.3 51711

Review night
The S:111 .lose State Ballroom
Dance ChM 1, having it review
night .11 s p ni in the Spartan
11.111111ex. Room S9 Th, drop-in cost
I, SI
Pastor Jim Bale to speak
’Hie Asian American Christian
Fellowship IS having Its weekly
meeting featuring Pastor Jim Itaii.
-peaking ;Mout liar ;mil rejection it
-

Conversation hour
la. Cercle Francais is having it
Conversation Dour at 4 p c. in OW
Pacheco Room For
Student 1’
noire information, call Dr Desalvii
at 924-4611
Brown bag lunch
The Re -Entry Advisory Program
is having a brown bag lunch discussing understanding learning
styles. Thr event will take place
from noon to 1:311 p m in the
Student 1,nion Pacheco Room. For
more information, call Susan Clair
at 924-5962.
M.E.(7.h.A meeting
The Movimiento Estudiantil
Chicano de Aztlan organization is
having a meeting at 3:15 p OlIn the
Chicano Resource Center
’Surf the Wellness Wave’
The Peer Health Education program is having "Surf the Wellness
Wave" front 10 a.m. to 2 p ni. in the
Student 1 ’nion. For noire information, call Joshua at 924-6204

St kiclulil

IIp in
in.i,1,1tipl

Mallon. call

Room For more inforI/avid at 265-7442

’Dome of the Rock’

Th.

mushni

having Islamic
is
Avvareness INeek with a presentation of "Diane of the Rock- from
12 30 to 2 p.m in the Student
(*nom (;uadalupe Room.

As,ncial pin

’Delta Study Sessions’
I lelta Sigma Theta Sorority Inc
S11.14
11.414 119!
OW 1 hitt
I.
irom 7 to 9 p m. every
4,r1 the fourth floor oil.
Clark Library For 111410. information. 1,111 Tracy at 2711-4431
Meditation meeting

Thu’ mir,ihihwss medwit ton
intuit is having its weekly
group 141,41 ing from 7 to s 15 a in in
Ill,’ Spartan :Memorial Chapel For
I ribirill31 inn
N1 ii r(

At

I all

Sil,;111

92.1 1:126

Support group
The NVoinen."- Resource Center !having its weekly support group
meeting from 1 to 2 p tn. in the
Administration Blinding, Room 222
li For noire inhirmation, call laz at
924-6.51111
Weight -control meeting
The SJSC Health Center is
ollering free tiiiii dual counseling
iiiIirf.,1,(1
in weightfor
, ontrol from II ii III to I p in in 1111.
Student Health Center For more
information, call 924-6122
Study group
The Black Alliance of Scientists
and F:nginvers is having study
group from fi III 9 p.m. every
Monday. Wednesday and Thursday
on the second floor of Clark Library.
For more information, call 9248646

Fall Informational
Delta Sigma Theta is having a
Fall Informational front 6.30 to 9
’n ion
in t he St talent
p in
1(01011 For noire information. call 924-6915
Handball team recruitment
The Handball Cluld ’Team
recruiting pia ers to compete on the
5.151 Handball team Re, run mem
11411) I., from In a Ill III 12 .10 p m m
the Event I ’enter ILO 11110 hall
courts
Co-op Workshop
The Career Center Is having a
eo-op Workshop at 5 311 Jlulu. n the
Student 1.111o11 Almaden Room
KSJS Gospel and La Palabia
KS.IS 9115’s "The Only Gospel show airs from 5 to 6 a in i.very
Wednesday. "Im Palatine airs from 6
to 7 p.m.
Sociology Club meeting
The Sociology Club is having its
weekly club meeting at 2-45 pm in
Dudley Moorhead Hall, Room 359
For more information, call Will
Wells at 338-6260.
Mitch Cartwright/Spartan Dully

Members of the Coalition of Vietnamese of Northern California and South Vietnamese veterans of the
War in Vietnam salute as they march past the reviewing stand at Market Street and Park Avenue
Tuesday during the Veterans Memorial Parade.

’Sparta Guide is free to students, faculty and staff Entry forms are available in
tiro Spartan Daily Office Some entries may be edited or deleted due to available

Continued from page 1
she would have came regardless
"I was my daughter’s age when
the Vietnam War was at its peak,"
Meier said. "So it’s still in my heart
and I wanted to pass (that same
feeling) onto my kids."
Being a federal holiday,
Meier said most people weren’t
scheduled to work and still
chose not to attend Veterans
Day festivities.
"They’ll come down for
Santa Claus, but when it
comes time to honor war vets,
they have something better to
do," she said.
San Jose residents Rebecca
Smith and her 41/2-year-old
son, Benjamin, attended the
parade by mistake. Initially,
they went to be at the opening
of Nortel’s Downtown Ice
Outdoor Winter Rink on San
Carlos and Market streets.
Since the rink was closed,
Smith said she decided to take
Benjamin to the parade.
age
young
Benjamin’s
makes it difficult for him to
understand what the day
means, Smith said, but "when I
explain it to him, I tell him it is
to honor those who protect us."
Although Smith was glad to
be there, she might not have
come. Smith’s father wasn’t
involved in Veterans Day
events so she was never interested, she said.
"I thought if! don’t acknowledge the veterans parade, I can
pretend that we don’t have to
have war or military services
to protect us. It’s kind of like
hiding your head in the sand,"
Smith said. "(But) in time, they
have to have the opportunity to
see things (firsthand) instead
of in the books and computers."
According to a San Jose
Mercury News article that ran
Monday, the main sponsor of the
event was the United Veterans
Council. The council serves as an
umbrella for other Bay Area veterans organizations.
The parade also included
the Sons of the American
Revolution, the National Civil
War Association, World War I’s
the
8 Society,
40 and
Philippines 1st and 2nd
Pearl
Regiment,
Infantry
Harbor Survivors, Russian
Veterans of World War II,
Korean War Veterans and
Coalition of Vietnaniese of
Northern California.

Collapse. Youth hospitalized during AIDS walk; allegedly drunk
Continued from page /
rity supervisor and emergency
medical technician for E -Tech,
the security organization at the
AIDS walk. Healy said when he
arrived the 17-year-old’s friends
were trying to move the intoxicated youth around and get him
out of sight.
Layering said a volunteer at
a rest station at Park and
Naglee avenues saw the intoxicated youth and called police
and medical assistance.
Healy said when he arrived
the youth was unconscious and
unresponsive. He also said the
youth’s friends were reluctant
Iii allow him to help the 17 year-old.
"They didn’t want to talk to
police," Healy said. "That’s kind
of normal when people don’t
want to get in trouble. They
wore oeing defensive about it
,ind were saying, ’He’s OK, he
drank too much.’"

Layering said she earlier
asked the teenager’s companions, "Does he need medical
help’!" Layering said they then
made a human wall around him
and said, "No."
Healy said the youth’s
friends did tell him that the
young man drank about a pint
of vodka. According to Healy,
the teenager was taken to
’allpy Medical Center. The hospital
declined
comment.
Attempts to reach the young
man were unsuccessful.
Layering said when the
drunk teenager and his friends
arrived at a rest station, the
youth’s friends threw him into a
port -a -potty in an attempt to
hide him.
Simi. and several other members of Lambda Phi Epsilon
said the intoxicated youth and
his friends were high school students.
"They were young, impres-

sionable youths who were trying to be cool," Sims said. "We
were a large group, but none of
us were in possession of alcohol.
We have a lot more class than to
do something that ridiculously
stupid."
Fraternity member Phil
Espejo said he recently went to
Andrew Hill High School and
saw someone whorn he believes
was one of the yout h’s Iriends.
Ile said the teens were following the fraternity in an efflirt to
join the oldr-r crowd.
Witnesses said that 141.A,1).t
entirely true.
Healy estimates lbw people
with the intoxicated youth
ranged between 17 arid 25 years
of ,ige.
"A few of them might have
been high school kids, but for
the most part they were wearing Greek letters," she said.
Tracy Lindemann, a nursing
student at &NU who was vol-

unteering at the AIDS walk,
was also present when the 17 year-old became unconscious.
"He passed out from alcohol
poisoning," Lindemann said.
"They were aware that he hadn’t eaten and had drunk a lot of
vodka. They weren’t looking out
for him."
Todd Layering, a Sal/ alumnus, was also at the AIDS walk
and witnessed the incident.
"While lt’s painful for some,
this is an important learning
opportunity," he said. "These
things are serious. lib, threatening and happening here in San
Jose. It’s wrong for the fraternity to not own up to what happened."
Although the police also
responded to the in
the
youth was not arrested.
According to San Jose Police
Department spokesman Sgt.
Bob Beams, the youth was
turned over to the health care

workers who took the youth to
the hospital. Beams said it was
also a possibility that he was
cited and that his parents were
informed although he could not
confirm it.
Phil Sanders, activities director for the Student Life Center,
said the center was gathering
information on Lambda Phi
Epsilon and held a meeting
with Yee Sims and other members of
the fraternity on
Thursday. He said after the
meeting there was no new infor-

mation and that there would be
no further investigation into
the incident.
Lambda
Phi
Epsilon,
although not an official fraternity at &MU, does fall under
the clubs and organizations system on campus. The fraternity
is recognized by the national
Lambda Phi Epsilon organization as its "Rho" chapter.

PEACE CORPS
Peat e Corps is your chance to live and work in
another r ountry Ti) learn new languages and
ustoms To rnake a diferenre in people’s lives and In
your own
RECRUITERS ON CAMPUS TOMORROW!

t.

OVUM DONORS
NEEDED
Women Ages 21-29,
Healthy, Responsible,
All Nationalities.
Give the Gift of Lifer
$3,000, Stipend and Expenses
Paid. Bonus for Chinese and
Japanese Donors.

Please Cal] WNVFC
800-314-9996

SAN JOSE STATE
FOOTBALL

LAST HOME GAME
vs. Hawai’i

Saturday, November 15th
Spartan Stadium

Information Meetings:
Thursday, November 13,
130-230 pm
Student Union, Costanoan Room
Thursday, November 13,
730 - 9:00 pm
International Center, Dining Room
Can’t make it?
Stop by Peace Corps’ information table
outside the Student Union
10:00am - 3:00pm

12:30 PM

5000 FREE STUDENT TICKETS AVAILABLE
associated students business office" spartan bookstore event center box office
(Don’t forget to show your student 1.D. card)

for motr info tall I 800 424 F1580
Visit our web site at

wvvw.peacecorps.gov

.11110.’

